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Abstract 
One of the approaches to protein structure prediction is to obtain 
energy functions which can recogmze the native conformation of a 
given sequence among a zoo of conformations. The d,scnmma- 
,ions can be done by asstgnmg the lowest energy to the native con- 
formatmn, w, th the guarantee that the natwe Is in the zoo. Well- 
adjusted funct,ons, then, can be used in the search for other (near-) 
natwes. Here the aim is the d~scnmmation at relatwely h~gh resolu- 
tion (RMSD d~fference between the natwe and the closest nonna- 
tire ~s around 1/~) by patrwtse energy potenttals. The results show 
that the potentml can be trained to discriminate between the native 
conformation of one protein as the (near-)global minimum, and 
other nonnatives, including energy-mimmized ones (or local min- 
ima). Th,s potentml funcuon ~s able to identify the native confor- 
mat,on of another protein, too. 

1. Introduction 

To obtam a model of  foldable protems, in order to study the nature 
of protein folding, there are two approaches. The one approach is, 
given "true" potentials (which are supposed to be true), select 
amino acid sequences which have a umque conformation (or struc- 
tural model) of the lowest energy by the given potentmls (e.g., [36, 
8]). The good thing about this approach is that there is no worry 
about obtaining the potenual of protein folding, because it is 
known a priori. The  sequence search is not time-consuming tf the 
conformatlonal space has a tractable size. The foldable sequences 
and conformations obtained as the native state of the sequences, 
however, may not be protem-like. 
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The other approach is, given "true" protein conformaUons (which 
are known nauve structures of  proteins), train adjustable potentials 
for the given conformations so that the native conformation for a 
sequence ~s the most stable, or has a lower energy than normative 
conformations (which, for instance, may include native conforma- 
tions for different sequences). Protein sequences and conforma- 
tions used are real, existing ones, or at least models adequately 
close to real ones. The main concern in this approach, therefore, ~s 
how valid the trained potentials are. 
The common way to obtain potenUals and check the validity is 
called the "recognition problem". This problem, to choose the 
nattve fold of a given protein sequence from a given zoo of confor- 
mations under the guarantee that the native fold is m the zoo, ,s a 
restricted, condiUonal version of the long-standing protein folding 
problem. Numerous approaches to the recogniuon problem have 
been carried out (e.g., [23, 12, 20, 5, 15, 31, 24]). There are com- 
parisons of those methods (e.g., [10, 35, 27, 28]), and reviews 
(e.g., [32, 33] and references thereto). 
Although these methods vary in their assumpuons, funct,onal 
forms and parameters, or conformational space, one of the com- 
mon ways to train (or check) the potentials is to utdize naUve con- 
formations of different sequences as normative states of a gwen 
sequence ("threading" method, [12]). The potent,Ms obtained 
should give a lower energy to the native conformation than any 
other nonnatwes. The better potentials are expected to sausfy this 
condition for a larger number of  sequences, because the real, 
unknown free energy governs every protein foldmg (except for 
klnet,cally determined folds). 
Threading alone, however, may be too loose a condition for protein 
foldmg. The natives may not have lower energies than all norma- 
tives, because the number of conformations to be checked for each 
native is limited. Besides, threaded conformations may have rela- 
tively high energies, because those conformations are expected to 
be stable for their own sequence (and ones w~th minor mutations), 
and not necessarily for the threaded sequence. Potentials tramed by 
threading m~ght give lower energies to nonnat~ves around the 
natwe conformation ("near-natives") than the native ~tself. 
Levitt and co-workers pointed out these shortcomings and took a 
challenging approach; they generated nonnatives around the native 
by molecular dynamics, and checked whether the native conforma- 
tion had a lower energy than the low-energy nonnaUves by their 
potential [16]. This condiuon is much more stringent than thread- 
lng training, as nonnatives by threading are at relatively high ener- 
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TABLE 1:313 PDB entnes chosen from the 25% list of the December 1998 release of  PDB_Select [14]. 

gies (see Fig. 1 m [34]). Lewtt and co-workers found the)r 
potentials worked well, and consequently, they proved that training 
by threading only is a rather loose necessary condition for the rec- 
ognmon problem. 
In the same way, It is qmte natural to suspect that the threaded con- 
formations may be located on the slopes of  the energy surface, and 
that there are local minima nearby which have a lower energy than 
the nauve. Besides, the native Itself may not even be at a local min- 
Imum. Therefore, the approach we take here is: 1) trmn our poten- 
tml by threading, 2) generate energy-mimm~zed nonnatives by 
local energy mm~mizatlons startmg from the native and randomly 
chosen threaded conformations, and then, 3) adjust the parameters 
of our potentml so that the natwe is at a local ram,mum, and ~t has 
a lower energy than the low-energy nonnatives. In other words, the 
native is apparently at the global minimum. Steps 1-3 are repeated 
untd eventually we find no conformation which has a]ower energy 
than the nauve. 
This procedure is simtlar to that of Crippen [7]. Only three things 
are needed: sequences and conformations, conformauonal s~mtlar- 
ity metric, and potentml functions which are hnear in the adjust- 
able parameters. Here we are trying to derive a relatively simple 
contact energy function which depends on contact d~stance and 
contact atom types in a continuous internal coordinate space under 
the conditions of fixed bond lengths and angles. The potentmls are 
not based on Mlyazawa & Jemzgan's quasi-chemical approxima- 
tion [23, 24], empmcal knowledge, or any specific assumption, 
such as setting nonnatzve interactions at neutral in the G~ model 
[9]. The only condition we require ,s that the function should 
always give the lowest value to the natwe conformation so as to 
find It among a zoo of conformations. We employ pmrwlse, contin- 

uous and additive functmns, and then adjust the parameters by the 
procedure outlined above. 
Iterative optimization methods have been used by Hao and Scher- 
aga [11] to maxim,ze the Boltzmann probability of the native con- 
formaUons. Mlrny and Shakhnovich [22] maximized the negatwe 
of the harmonic mean of Z scores [3], which express how far away 
the energy of natives are from average energy of the nonnatives m 
terms of standard devmtlon umts. The major difference between 
these approaches and ours is that the former tried to maximize the 
energy difference between the native and a relatively hmited set of 
nonnatlves, whtle our objective ~s to put the natwe at an apparent 
global minimum. 

2. M e ~ o ~  

2.1. Continuous model 
We selected 313 X-ray-determined, monomenc proteins of no 
longer than 250 residues without big chain breaks or hgands 
(TABLE 1) out of the 25% hst of PDB_Select (Dec. 1998 release, 
[14]). To reduce the size of the conformation space, we fitted each 
of the PDB structures [2] to a standard geometry polypeptlde 
model having all trans peptide bonds. The fitted model consists of 

mare chmn heavy atoms and C o s (pseudo-Ci3 for Gly) with the 

standard values of bond lengths and angles [29]; the (~, W) values 
are any real numbers ranging from -180.0 ° to 180.0 ° . This model 
Js a simplified versmn of that for ECEPP [25], or a continuous ver- 
sion of the model of Park & Levitt [26]. The average RMSD [17] 
between a PDB structure and the fitted model is less than 0.5 A. 
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2.2. Fitting a PDB structure to a continuous 
model 

The fitting of PDB structures to the standard geometry, continuous 
model is carried out by mininuzlng a penalty function, P" 

P = E (dq 2-d02)2 
length 

+ ~ (O,jk-00)2 
angle 

+ ~( to ,  - n) 2 + ~(coplanar) ,  2 
o to 

+ E (Ct- Ct, PDB)2 
atom 

where i,j, k slgmfy any mam chain heavy atoms or CI3 of the cur- 

rent conformation. Therefore, dq  is the bond length between any 

bonded atom parr t and j ;  d o is the standard bond length [29] of 

the t andj  pair; 0~j k is the bond angle of any bonded atom triple t- 

j-k; 00 is the standard bond angle of the corresponding atoms; to~ 

ts the t-th pepttde bond dthedral angle of the conformation; it ts set 

at the standard dthedral angle of co (trans= 180 ° ); ct is the coordi- 

nate of atom i; and Ct, PDB is the coordinate of the atom t m the 

PDB structure. The (coplanar), term is for the i-th co dihedral 

angle: 

1 1 1 1 

X ¢t Xc~, XC', XN,+ I C, + l 
(coplanar)~ = 

YC~ YC', YN,+~ YC~,+~ 

ZC~ ' ZC, ' ZN,+~ Zc~,+t 

where x ~, for instance, stgmfies the x coordinate of the t-th C a , 
C, 

and so on. The squared coplanar term is 0 when all the four atoms 
lie in the same plane, and mcreases steeply if any atom among the 
four deviates from the plane. The third term forces a cis configura- 
tion to convert to trans, and then the fourth term holds the to dihe- 

dral angle at exactly 180 ° .  Any cis-Pro, therefore, is converted to 
trans-Pro. 
The conjugate gradmnt method ([13] and references therein) is 
used to mimmize P, startmg from the PDB conformation. The min- 
imization consists of two procedures: after 1,000 steps of mimmi- 
zatlon, the current conformation has a near-standard geometry and 
near-PDB conformatton. Then, another 5,000 step mlnimtzatton ts 
earned out without the last term of P, which allows convergence to 
an almost standard geometry conformatton. The obtained (¢, ~F) 
values are used to build the standard geometry conformatton. The 
febmlt standard geometry conformation and the P-mmimized one 
are substantially tdentical (RMSD between the two is around 0.01 
A, or less), as P has been mmirmzed to a pretty small value, 

namely, on the order of 10 -5 or less. The average RMSD between 
a PDB structure and the fitted model is less than 0 5/~. 

2.3. Native and nonnative models  

In the current work, the fitted model of ubiquttin, lubi, ts regarded 
as the nattve, and we used threaded conformattons from all the 
other models (TABLE 1) plus 7,000 randomized ones from lubi 
as follows: 

a) 36,646 threaded conformations from 313 fitted models; 
b) 1,000 conformations of  the fitted lubi whose (t~, ~1/) pmr 

at one randomly chosen residue is changed to an extst- 
mg pmr randomly chosen among 313 fitted models; 

c) same as in b), except two (~, ~g) pmrs are randomized; 
d) same as in b), except five pairs are randomized; 
e) same as mb) ,  except ten pairs are randomized; 
0 same as in b), except twenty pairs are randormzed; 
g) same as m b), except all pairs are randomized; 
h) same as in g), except all parrs are randomly perturbed 

withm a range of  -+10 ° . 
The randomtzed nonnatives b) - d) tend to keep local natwe con- 
formattons, but do not hold global native topology. On the other 
hand, the perturbed nonnatives h) tend to hold global native topol- 
ogy, but not local nattve conformations. The nonnattves e) and 0 
are intermediate, a) and g) keep neither global nor local natwe 
conformation. Also, nonnatives in those two categories tend to be 
totally dissimilar to the native, while h) tend to be near-native. The 
prepared nonnatives cover various kinds of  conformattons and a 
wtde range of conformattonai similarity to the native. These non- 
nauves are used as starting points to get energy-mtmmtzed nonna- 
twes (see Constraints section). 

2.4. Contact energy potential 

We employ a patrwise type contact energy as an energy function 
which can select the nattve conformatton of  a given sequence out 
of an assortment of conformations. The functions are atom type- 
and distance-dependent, and each is expressed as a linear combina- 
tton of  chosen basis functtons. The total energy of  a conformation, 
E, is the sum of the energies of  any 1-4 or further atom pall  whose 
distance will change when the dihedral angle is changed: 

E = E et, tj(rq) 
>_1-4 (i,j) 

= E ~ Xh,t, bl(rq ) 
> 1 - 4  ( i , j )  t~O 

where et:j(rq) is the interaction between atoms i and j  at a dis- 

tance of r~j. t t and tj signify the atom types of  i and j ,  respec- 

nvely. We have tried various sets of  basts functions, bl(rt2), and in 

this paper, 

bl = [ ((rv-a)2-b2)2/b40 otherwise for a - b  < rq< a + b 

Is used with a = 0.0, b = 4.0 for b 0;  a = 4.0, b = 4.0 for 

b l ;  a = 6.0, b = 4.0 for b2;  a = 8.0, b = 4.0 for b 3. 

hi(re) s reach 1.0 when r,j = a ,  and 0.0 when r 0 = a + b (Fig. 

1). {xot,t ) , the coefficients for b 0 are fixed at 10.0, while the oth- 

ers, {xlt,5 } , {x2t,t ) , and {x3t,t } ,  are to be adjusted between 
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Figure 1: The basis funcuons used: bo(rtj ) , bl(ro), b2(rrj ) , 
and b3(r,y) from left to right. 

-10.0 and 10.0, m order to obtain the native-discriminative energy 

function. That restricts each et,tj(r~l ) within a possible range of 

-21.25to 21.25 and forces them to gradually reach zero at long dis- 
tances, making the potentml surface simple and smooth: 

-21.25 < et,tj(r,l) < 21.25 

et,,j(O0) = 10.0 

~-~uet, tj(r,j) = et,tj(12.0) = 0.0 
r j = 1 2 0  

2.5. Number of parameters 

As described above, there are three adjustable parameters for each 

atom type pmr: Xl t , t  I , x2t , t  J , and  x3t , t  j . Since the number of atom 

types Is nineteen (mare chain heavy atoms and CI3 s with their res- 

idue types, but V/L/l, S/T, D/E, and N/Q are grouped into the same 
type, respectively), there are 190 combinations of atom types. The 
total number of the adjustable parameters, therefore, is 
3 × 1 9 0  = 570. 

2.6. Constraints 

The requirement that each nonnatlve should have a higher energy 
than the natwe can be descnbed as a set of mequalities: 

A E  = E n o n n a t  - -  E n a  t > g,  

J 0.3 if 0 . 3 ~ p  
g [ p tf  0. l < p < 0 . 3  

where p is a size-independent metric of conformational similarity 
[21 ] between the native and nonnatlve; p equals 0 If two conforma- 

tlons are identical, and p reaches 2 when two conformations are 
totally dissimilar (~1 8 m the case of a chain of equally spaced par- 
tlcles, such as these protein models), p is about one tenth of RMSD 
in case of  lubl. The proportionality between g and p is set for 
smaller p so that the reqmrement ~s not too strict for "neighbor" 
nonnatwes. Ordinanly, ff p Is less than 0.3, the nonnauve keeps the 
native's topology. As Vendruscolo & Domany [34] point out, the 
conformations by threading tend to score a relatwely h~gh energy 
as they may not be located at the local numma of the energy sur- 
face, although threading itself serves as a good source of nonnatlve" 
conformations. The inequality here, therefore, is generated not 
only for the nonnatives a) through h) but also for energy mimmized 
conformations using the current potential dunng training (see next 
section for details). Any conformation with p of  less than 0.1 is 
excluded from generating an mequahty, as the conformation is 
very close to the native, and it can be regarded as one of the 
"natives". 

2.7. Quadratic programming for parameter 
adjustment 

The adjustable parameters ,  {Xlt,tl} , are determined by quadratic 

programming (for reference, see [l ]). Quadratic programming is a 
method to optimize (either minimize or maximize) a quadratic 
objective function subject to a set of linear equality and/or inequal- 
Ity constraints. A typical quadratic programming problem i s :  

1 t t Mintmtze ~x Vx + c x 

subject to Ax > b 

where c and x are n dimensional column vectors, Q is an n × n 

symmetnc matnx, A ~s an m × n matrix, and b an m dimensional 

column vector. The dommn S = {x ~ RnIAx >-b} ~s called the 

feasible region of this quadratic program. Quadratic programming 
finds the optimal solution, the x ¢ S which gives the minimum 

1 t 
value of ~x Qx + c tx .  If S = O ,  the program is called infeasible 

and there is no solution to the program. 

We deternune {xtt, tj} by quadratic programming with a simple, 

suitable objectwe function (Q = I ,  c = 0 ), 

2 
Min ~ Xlt,t ~ 

all x 
subject to the constraints described in the previous section. The 
objective function has equal weight on each parameter, and tries to 
keep the parameters as small as possible without influencing their 

sign; there is no a priori condition like a specific et,t(rt]) should 

be attractwe or repulsive. The size and sign of the resulting param- 
eters are thoroughly dependent on the nonnatives generated. 
Since the number of nonnatives is huge, the whole set of mequall- " 
ties cannot be included all at once. After a certain number of  vio- 
lated mequahties of the current parameters (or solution) are found, 
the system is solved to obtain a new set of parameters. Only me- 
quaimes with small slack (i.e. the distance between the point of the 
current solution and the hyperplane of the mequahty m the param- 
eter space) are kept for the next cycle. For each cycle, we carry out 
several energy mmlmlzauons starting with a randomly chosen 
nonnat~ve or the native until it converges: after every 200 steps, the 
mequahty of the current conformation ~s added to the system ff ~t is 
violated. This ~s repeated untd the current solution reaches a real 
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Figure 2: The e t , , j ( ru)  trained for lubL 

solution (i.e. not a single wolated inequality is found). Please note 
that here the potential function itself Is not the objective to be opti- 
mized. The method is employed to find one of the solutlons, 

{Xh,  tj } , in the feasible regaon and the only requirement on the sys- 

tem is that the nonnat~ve should have a h~gher energy than the 
natwe, as descnbed in the previous section. 

3. Results 

After around 3,000 minimization trials, we have successfully 
determined the parameters for lubl (Figs. 2) for the threaded, ran- 
domized, and perturbed (t/r/p) nonnatwe conformations, and the 
energy-mimmlzed ones (minE), too (Figs. 3a & b). Since confor- 
mation space has many dimensions and the least upper bound on 

I~E/~I is large, it is not feasible to prove that the energy of the 
native is truly at the global mm, mum, but no lnequalmes of t/r/p 
conformations are violated by the parameters obtained, and so far 
we have found no minE conformation of negatwe AE 

(= Enonnat - Ena t ). On the other hand, the potentml trained for t/ 

rip nonnatwes only (Figs. 4a & b) does not work well. All the 

rmnE nonnatwes have large negatwe AE (Fig. 4b). The energy 
rmmmization starting from the natwe converges to a conformation 
(or minE native) far away from the native (p to the native is 0.400). 
Apparently, by the t/r/p-trained potentml the native is not even at a 
local minimum, let alone at the global mmtmum. 
Several mmlmizations were observed to converge from a fairly dif- 
ferent conformation (p to the natwe was around 0.5) to the native 
It will be mterestmg to compare the radms of convergence for the 
natwe and those for the nonnatwe mimma to verify the hypothesis 
of Baker and co-workers [30] on this continuous model, namely 
that the natwe minimum ~s broader than nonnative mimma. 
The parameters obtained were applied to another protein, lbt0, 
which is not hsted m TABLE 1, having 62% sequence identity and 
0.7 A RMSD to lubl (Fig. 5). There are no t/r/p nonnatives hawng 
negative AE (Fig. 5a). Some minE nonnatlves have negative but 

small AE (Fig. 5b). The rest have large negative A E ,  yet all of 
them have higher energies than the mine  conformation, which ~s 

E m i n e  p 

r-h -ii0.0 -118.3 0.II0 
DolMA 

l-h -56.0 -106.3 0.570 

r-h -314.5 -323.9 0.019 
polyS 

l-h -252.1 -277.2 0.131 

r-h -212.6 -232.1 0.041 
polyLS 

l-h -151.4 -178.2 0.239 

TABLE 2: The energies of 15 residue, nght- and left-handed 
hehces. E and minE are the energy before and after mmlmlza- 
tmn, respectively. The sequence of polyLS is LLSSLLSLLSS- 
LLSL. 

so similar to the native (p = 0.129 ) as to be regarded as one of 
the natwes. So the natwe lbt0 is not exactly at, but close to, a local 
minimum. Besides, this local minimum seems to be the global 
mimmum. Thus, the parameters adjusted for lubi are also good for 
another protein, lbt0 
There ~s a possibility, however, that the potentials obtained are 
overfitted to lubi, and that the potential does not show general 
propemes of protein structures anymore. To check for overfittmg, 
we carried out a simple test. The potential was apphed to fifteen 
residue, right- and left-handed helices (TABLE 2). The standard 
geometry conformations are generated using dihedral angles of 

( - 6 4 ,  --40) for the right-handed, and (64, 40) for the left-handed. 
The energies are calculated before and after the energy mmim~za- 
aon of each helix. In all cases, the right-handed have a lower 
energy both before and after minimizaUon and smaller conforma- 
tlonal change than the left-handed. Thus, the potenual obtained 
gwes greater stability to the right-handed hehces than to the left- 
handed, as expected. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Model  

We fitted PDB structures to continuous models. It should be noted 
that there are numerous continuous models (or sets of dihedral 
angles) whose p to the original PDB structure is small. The fitted 
model we used is just one of  them. Others can be obtained by 
asslgmng different weights to terms in the penalty function P. The 
model used may not have the smallest p to the PDB structure, hke 
the discrete model of  Park & Levitt [26]. Yet it can he safely used 
as the representative of the original structure m the cont,nuous 
space, because the models and their p's are qmte close to each 
other. Besides, the difference in p, and hence RMSD, between the 
natwe model and the PDB structure is small compared to the reso- 
luaon of the PDB (ordinarily larger than 1A). 
For the same reason, it is allowable to sw,ch the native model dur- 
ing the training to an energy-minimized one, if  it is also one of  the 
"natives". It is often the case that energy mmimization starting 
from the natwe converges quickly to a shghtly different conforma- 
tion. In this case, we replace the initial native by the energy-mini- 
mized, so as to complete the training quickly. 
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256.5 +_ 92.6, that of p is 1.27 _+ 0.25, the correlation between them is 0.477. 
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Figure 4: (a) The distribution of lubl's nonnaUves (fir/p) m AE and p, by potentials trained for ffr/p nonnatwes only. The average of 
1S 379.9 --+ 303.4, that of  p is 1.27 4-_ 0.24, the correlaUon between them is -0.151. (b) The dlstribuaon of  1 ubl's nonnatlves (minE) 

m AE and p, by potentials trained for t/r/p nonnatwes only. The average of AE Is - 337.6 _+ 50.9, that of p is 1.25 _+ 0.20, the correla- 
uon between them ~s -0.432. 
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Figure 5: (a) The distribution of lbt0's nonnatives (fir/p) m AE and p. The average of AE is 767.6 + 320.3, that of p is 1.27 + 0.24, the 

correlation between them is -0.013. (b) The dlstribuaon of  lbt0's nonnatlves (minE) m AE and p The average of AE is 177.1 -+ 110.6, 

that of p is 1 26 +_ 0.23, the correlaaon between them is 0.319. 
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4.2. Contact potential 

We have shown that a palrwise contact potentml can ldenUfy the 
native conformation as the (near-)global minimum compared to 
other nonnatwes, including energy-minimized ones. Although our 
potentml ~s not opt~mlzed to maximize the energy gaps between 
the native and others (e.g., [5, 22, 18]), and therefore the Z-scores 
are not large (-3.29 m Fig. 3; -2.40 m Fig. 5), the native has a 
lower energy than other local minima. 
We used randomized, perturbed, and ungapped-threaded confor- 
mations as starting pomts of energy mmlmizat~on m order to 
obtain low-energy nonnatives. We did not use gapped threadmg 
(e.g., [4, 19, 6]). Conformauons by gapped threading are expected 
to have a lower energy than ones by ungapped threading, but still 
there ~s no guarantee that they are at local minima. Wh~ie 
(ungapped-)t/r/p nonnatwes distribute widely along AE (the order 

of thousands) and have small correlation between AE and p (Figs. 
3a & 5a), minE nonnauves startmg from (ungapped-)t/r/p distrib- 
ute along AE on the order of hundreds and have high correlation 

between AE and p, covering a wide range of conformation space 
(Figs. 3b & 5b). This suggests that although the energy surface is 
rugged, its local minima are somewhat bounded. We would be sur- 
prised, therefore, ff minE nonnatives from gapped-threaded con- 
formations have much lower AE than other minEs. 
Vendruscolo & Domany [34] showed that palrwise contact poten- 
tials for contact maps were unable to assign to all the nonnatives a 
higher energy than that of the native. The conformatlonal model 
and potentmls used by them are all-or-none, whde those used here 
are distance-dependent Although differences in the two models 
preclude a direct comparison, we suspect the all-or-none contacts 
contributed to their results. 
The potential function also does well for another protein, lbt0; the 
mine nauve ~s close to the native, and has a lower energy than 
mine nonnatives. It seems the current potential can be easily 
trained better 0.e, so that the minE native = the nauve) by adding 
some constraint inequahties, w~thout changing the general prop- 
erty of the current potentml or causing mfeasibility of the system. 
It may be not so difficult to tram for a couple of extra proteins, too. 

4.3. Drawbacks and conclusion 

There are some hm~tat]ons or inconveniences to this approach. 
Some contact energies m Fig. 2, especially repulsive ones, have 
pecuhar shapes. This is a result of the choice of basis functions. It 
is difficult to find a small number of basis functions which are 
orthogonal in the interaction range, can span a w~de range of r,j,  

and yet any linear combination of those has positive values at short 
distances and gradually reaches zero at long distances. This condi- 
tion would be fairly easdy reahzed if a large number of basis func- 
tions are employed, only with an even larger number of adjustable 
parameters, {Xlt, tj} , and increased risk of overfitting. We have 

tried several basis funcuon sets, and the one in this paper, although 
not mutually orthogonal, works best so far. 
Also, because of the nature of the opumization method, some 
et,t(rtj) are undetermined if the atom pairs of t~ and tj do not 

exist in the native. The parameters, therefore, should be adjusted 
for a couple of proteins to be more genenc. That may, however, 
result m an infeasible set of inequalities, reqmnng revisions m 
atom classifications or the basis functions. 

The successful determination of the parameters suggests that the 
continuous state model and potential functions used here can be 
used as a realistic, yet simple model of proteins. Our settings might 
be a httle too relaxed. For example, the functions do not have con- 
stramts among "natives", since nonnatives w~th p of less than 0.1 
from the native are regarded as natives and are excluded from the 
inequality set. Although our mimmization data show that the AE s 
of those natives are small posltwe values and satisfy the condiuon 
on AE automatically, there still xs a possibility that some natwes 

have large, positive (or even negative) AE. We are testing an addi- 

tional condition that AE s among natives be mimmized 
In summary, we have shown a new way to obtain realistic, yet sim- 
ple protein folding potentials in a continuous conformational 
space, which is neither Boltzmann nor knowledge-based The 
potential obtained satisfies our condition; the potenual so far does 
not ensure that many native proteins have lower energies than a rel- 
atively small number of nonnatives. Instead, the potenual guaran- 
tees that the native has a lower energy than (almost) all the 
nonnatives, including low-energy nonnatwes all over the confor- 
mation space, and seems to work in the same way for another pro- 
tein, too. Besides, there seems room to tram the potential for 
muluple proteins. Simulations using this framework will prowde 
interesting information on protein folding. 
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